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The Scottish Sports Association (SSA) thanks Scottish National Heritage (SNH) for the 
opportunity to respond to this consultation. Should any queries result from our response, or 
if further engagement with the SSA or our members would be beneficial as this process 
develops, please do not hesitate to contact us. 

 
The SSA is the independent and collective voice for Scottish Governing Bodies of sport. We 
represent their interests and currently have 52 full members and 21 associate members.  
The governing bodies of sport are responsible for the governance, development and 
delivery of their individual sports and provide a formal structure for the over 900,000 
individuals in Scotland who are members of one of Scotland’s 13,000 sports clubs. Most of 
these organisations are run on a not-for-profit basis and are managed by volunteers. They 
provide coaching, competition and youth participation development opportunities for their 
local communities and most of the 195,000 people who volunteer in sport do so within the 
club structure.   
 
The SSA has compiled this response following consultation, as usual, with our member 
Scottish Governing Bodies (SGBs).   In particular, we consulted with our Outdoor Pursuits 
Group, which contains representatives from 20 of our member Scottish Governing Bodies 

(SGBs) involved in outdoor and adventurous activities. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
ANNEX 1 – SNH Core Areas of Wild Land 2013 Map Response Form 

 

Q.1. What is your view on the Core Areas of Wild Land 2013 map? 

 

Q.2. Do you have specific comments on any of the areas of wild land identified?  

 

 

Q.3. Are there any other issues regarding the Core Areas of Wild Land 2013 map, or its 
preparation, that you would like to raise? 

The SSA would like to echo the response of sportscotland in highlighting the importance of wild 
land for sport and recreation.  Many of our members and their clubs and participants in the 
community are drawn to the unique nature and environment that Scotland’s wild land provides 
for recreational activity.  Our members support the preservation of this land and ensuring any 
development and planning is sustainable and non-damaging.  Our members at all times 
encourage responsible use of wild land. 
 
Our members further support sportscotland in its request to gain clarity on planning in regard to 
access to Wild Land, specifically the development of infrastructure such as paths or jetties.   
Recreational users of wild land are reliant on such structures for full enjoyment of an area and 
when designed discretely and in keeping with the wild land environment, structures will act as a 
highly beneficial feature of wild land, attracting recreation and facilitating enjoyment of the 
Wild Land Area (as noted in paragraph 4.3).  Clarity on development of such structures in Wild 
Land Areas - within the Scottish Planning Policy as requested by sportscotland – would be 
welcomed by our members.  As highlighted by sportscotland, paragraph 4.4 makes reference to 
the ‘outer edge’ of core Wild Land Areas, an area perhaps considered more suitable for access 
infrastructures.  Paragraph 4.4 does also however note the difficulty in defining the boundary of 
an ‘outer edge’ so as much clarity on this area as possible would be welcomed by SSA members.  
 
SSA members again would support sportscotland in asking that the point in paragraph 4.6 – 
noting the map as a tool which requires field analysis on a case by case basis - be made clear in 
the Scottish Planning Policy.  It is important that users are aware that the wild land status does 
not rule out development completely and that case-specific analysis is an important part of the 
process.  This may be particularly relevant too in planning access infrastructure in the undefined 
‘outer edge’ area of wild land.   
 
The SSA, like sportscotland, welcomes the recognition in paragraph 2.1 that use of these areas 
through recreation produces significant health (physical and mental) and social benefits.  To re-
iterate, suitable access to wild land is therefore an important element of achieving these 
positive social outcomes and the SSA would seek clarity again, on infrastructure planning 
procedures and requirements.   
 
SSA members support the following statement by the John Muir Trust:  “We believe that where 
consent for large developments of any kind has been approved in the ‘core areas for wild land’ 
as defined by the map, but the development is not constructed, that the CAWL should not take 
this consent into account. Specifically, the areas should not be redrawn and reduced to take that 
into account, in the CAWL map which will be released in 2014. The map is, first and foremost, a 
map of the current wild land resource and should not anticipate and guess at loss of areas in 



drawing the boundaries. On this specific approach, it is clear that a development might have 
consent but never be built – possibly due to the costs of the project e.g. costs of transmission;  
changes in subsidy regime.  
 
It cannot possibly be correct to map one of the wildest areas in Scotland as if it is not wild 
because it is anticipated that that area will be significantly impacted. This would then allow 
another intrusive development to come forward and be consented, because the area is not 
mapped as wild land/no longer regarded as wild land, but the first development may never be 
built”.   
 
Excluding pre-approved developments from the map could make the land more vulnerable in 
the future to development.  If the pre-approved planning were to fall through, this could have a 
detrimental effect on the recreational enjoyment of this land in the future.   
 
In echoing sportscotland, the SSA would query how planning in non-wild land areas stands 
alongside Wild Land Areas.  Will the outer area of non-wild land be subject to more planning 
scrutiny than the rest of non-wild land in order to protect views from within wild land?  SSA 
members would support clarity on how such issues will be addressed.  There may be recreation-
related planning that although not approved in the Wild Land Area, could succeed in the outer 
edge of non-wild land.  On the other hand there will be recreational users of wild land who 
could see development directly outside the Wild Land Area as impacting negatively on their 
enjoyment of the Wild Land Area e.g. due to obstruction of views.  This obstruction of view can 
impact negatively in both land and sea-based recreation activity, where the attractive 
surroundings of an area is one of the key reasons for taking part.  Our members would support 
further clarity in this particular area, notably land directly on the edge of non-Wild Land Areas.  



Respondent Information Form 
 
Please complete the two forms below and return with your consultation response.  Your contact 
details are held solely for the purpose of the consultation.  
 

Name or Organisation 
Scottish Sports Association 

Title 
Miss 

Forename 
Catherine 

Surname 
Ronald 

Address 
Caledonia House, South Gyle, Edinburgh 

Postcode 
EH12 9DQ 

Email 
Catherine@info-ssa.org.uk 

 
 
Release of information contained in consultation responses 
 
SNH will normally publish all consultation responses we receive, although personal data or other 
sensitive information will be redacted. 
 
 

I am responding as an individual. 
 

Yes / No 

I am responding on behalf of a group or 
organisation. 

Yes / No 
 

Do you agree to your name being made 
available when we publish your consultation 
response? 
 

Yes / No 

The name of your organisation will be 
published along with your consultation 
response. 

 


